FOREWORD

Student Movements those have taken place during when I was studying in school and colleges attracted me lot. Bad effects of those movement I could witness later when I was in university which provoked me to think about those movements. When passed out Post-Graduate course, I was enthused with taking up research work on Student Movements for doctoral degree.

With this avowed aim in mind, I approached Prof. P.S. Reddi, my beloved teacher in the university and expressed my desire towards this end. He readily agreed to it and consented to guide me in the research work. His patient guidance for long seven years only had made preparation of this Thesis possible for submission to Gauhati University.

In the process, I happened to approach a few renowned persons for interview and consultation relating to my research work. I humbly acknowledge my indebtedness to those all persons who extended kind and considerate help during my research work. First of all, my thanks goes to Prof. P.S. Reddi, my guide in this research work for leading me to this achievement. Next my thanks goes to Dr. (Mrs.) Kunja Medhi, Dr. (Mrs.) Anuradha Dutta, Prof. Monirul Hussain and Prof. (Ms) Niru Hazariika who charmed the chair of the Head of Department of Political Science of Gauhati University in between this period and extended me help to the extent possible.

I express my deep gratitude to all officials in the Academic Section of Gauhati University whom I approached for information time to time and who were kind enough to supply me information as required. Last but not the least, thanks goes to Mr. Shahidur Rahman, O/A in my establishment who immensely helped me in computer work in the eleventh hour of submission of this thesis.
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